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Grow Profits
Rely on customizable aggregate reports 
and dashboards, to pinpoint opportuni-

ties for boosting revenue and cutting 
costs.

See the Whole Picture
Keep an eye on each individual trip
to ensure each item is contributing

to your bottom line. 

Streamline Workflow
Build standardized group templates 
to ensure ease of setup, consistency

and e�ciency.

Increase visibility across your team – from travel agent to accountant,
to system administrator – with AXIS CloudGroups.

This cloud-based solution will empower your team to work more e�ciently, 
consistently, and collaboratively, while providing you with
the information you need to make smarter business decisions.

Improve Your Profitability 
with AXIS CloudGroups

Shop & Book with Ease
Easily �nd available groups by type, 

date and destination. Sell from 
inventory by specifying quantities and 

selecting available options.

Save Time
Set up trips quickly using pre-built 

group templates that contain itinerary 
and pricing details.

Gain Visibility
Easily audit all of your agents' activities 

– from bookings to payments – to 
ensure your agency always gets paid.

CloudGroups
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Ready to learn more about AXIS CloudGroups?
Call us at 1.844.568.7933 or email at sales@campana.com

CloudGroups

Manage Your Finances:

Numbers You Can Trust
Automate time-consuming calculations to get more accurate results.

Sync with Accounting
Eliminate duplicate entry by importing all your �nancial information from your accounting system.

Be Precise
Reduce inaccuracies with clients through strong upfront validation when it comes to trip building and invoicing.

Be in Control
Track and control your pricing, inventory, rules and selling procedures to maintain accuracy and precision at every level.

Unify Your Team
Have your group department and agency sta� share one system, so they can collaborate more e�ectively.

Stay Connected
Keep details on itineraries, pricing, inventory, customers and sales in one place, so that everyone is aware of the 
information at hand.

Protect Your Data

Reduce the risk of losing your data due to man-made or natural 
disasters by keeping it in the cloud.


